Abstract. A new criterion for terminating iterations when searching for polynomial zeros is described. This method does not depend on the number of digits in the mantissa; moreover, it can be used to determine the accuracy of the resulting zeros. Examples are included.
1. Introduction. This section discusses some of the better known termination criteria as applied to Newton-Raphson's method. This method iterates according to the following procedure:
0)
xk+x~xk-f(xk)/f'(xk),
where/(jc) is a polynomial of the form (2) f(x) -a0x" + axx"-' + ■••+ a"_ xx + an (a0an * 0.0).
Several well-known criteria for terminating the calculations are ( [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] ):
1) \xk+x-xk\^EPS\xk+x\, 2) \fixk+i)\<EPsli\ajX"k~{\\, 3) \f(xk + x)\^EPs(max\ajXnk-\\j (j = 0,1,2,..., n), where EPS is a constant which depends on the number of digits. For a computer performing floating-point arithmetic with a 24-bit mantissa, the value of EPS is nearly equal to 2~24. Criterion 1) is simple and effective if xk approaches a sufficiently isolated zero, while ineffective if xk approaches multiple or clusters of zeros.
When calculating f(xk) by floating-point arithmetic, the number of significant digits decreases as xk approaches a zero. Hence, procedure (1) should terminate if /(•** +1) nas no significant digits. Criteria 2) and 3) are based on this principle. That is, the right side of these relations sets an upper bound on the calculation error of f(xk+x). When using criteria 2) and 3), it is difficult to determine the value of EPS adequately. For example, assigning EPS a value of 2-24, when using criterion 2) on a floating-point binary arithmetic machine with a 24-bit mantissa, results in an over-estimation [4] . Using the same value on a floating-point hexadecimal arithmetic MASAO IGARASH1 machine with a 24-bit mantissa results in an under-estimation, because a few leading bits of the mantissa are sometimes lost in the calculation on a hexadecimal arithmetic machine.
2. Termination Criterion. In this section we evaluate fix) using two different procedures, and describe a termination criterion that uses the difference in the resulting values.
Procedure I. We evaluate fix) by one of the usual methods, such as Horner's, and let that value be Aix).
Procedure II. Next, we evaluate Gix) as given by Gix) = inl)a0x" + (n -2)a]x"-x + ■■■ + a"_2x2 -a"
i=xf'ix)-fix))
followed by xf\x), and finally xf'ix) -Gix), whose value we represent as Bix). If x lies near a zero of (2), then the computed value Aix) has more significant digits than the computed Bix), because the relation \xf'ix)\ > \fix)\ always holds true near a zero of (2) . Therefore, the value for fix) obtained by Procedure I is somewhat more accurate than that obtained by Procedure II. However, since the exponent of Aix) agrees with that of Bix), we may conclude that as x comes sufficiently close to a zero of (2), both Aix) and Bix) cease to have any accurate digits, and the two values differ.
We now present the following termination criterion based on the above discussion: (3) \A(xk) -B(xk)\ > min(\A(xk)\, \B(xk)\).
Next, some detailed characteristics of the criterion will be considered. 3. Application and Comparison. The above criterion is easily applied to other methods, such as Durand-Kerner's method [5] and Aberth's [6] method. Furthermore it is possible to estimate the accuracy of the result by using the values Aix) and Bix) [4] . That is, if xk +, satisfies criterion (3), then the number Of leading digits of xk -A(xk)/f'(xk) and xk -B(xk)/f'ixk) which are in agreement is nearly equal to the number of accurate digits. In Example 4 (Table 1) , for instance, if we take xQ = 1.277 as an initial approximation, then we have the following approximations.
where the value for the left side of (4) is 0.13D -02. The leading digits which are in agreement (0.1271726D + 01) are accurate digits, and the leading digits up to the second decimal place (0.12D + 01) agree with the solution. As the iteration continues, the number of accurate digits decreases, and after five iterations the following approximations are obtained:
where the left side of (4) evaluates to 0.38D + 01. This shows that the number of leading digits which are in agreement (= 0.1260D + 01) is nearly equal to the number of significant digits in the true zero. Table 1 1. (x-12.5)3=x3-37.5x2+468.75x-1953.125 11. x20-aX)x18+66Wx16-^4480x14+549120x12-2C60»>*8x104^659200x8-6553600x6 +5570560x4-2621440x2+524288 12. x29+x28+x27+...+x2+X+l Table 2 Comparison of 2) with (3) The symbol '**' means the iteration was not terminated, and 2)-52 means EPS = 2"52; 2)-56, EPS = 2^56.
Next, we will compare the number of iterations necessary for termination when using criteria 2) and 3). Table 1 gives the polynomials used in this comparison, and Table 2 lists the results. If EPS is 2 56 in criterion 2), some iterations do not terminate. If EPS is assigned a value of 2~52, all iterations terminate, and the number of iterations required is nearly the same as for criterion (3) . Thus, with an £7*5 value of 2-52, criterion 2) yields accuracy similar to criterion (3); however, with criterion (3) we are not burdened with the task of finding an appropriate EPS value.
Smith's error estimation ( = 5( / )) [7] is sometimes used to investigate the accuracy of approximated zeros. However, this method sometimes displays instability, due to the fact that round-off errors occurring near zeros may cause \fixk)\ to take on a smaller than true value (see Table 5 , No. 2). 4 . Numerical Examples and Remarks. We now present the results of some numerical experiments to illustrate the efficiency of criterion (3). Newton-Raphson's, Durand-Kerner's and Aberth's methods are employed. The machine used is a HITAC L340, floating-point hexadecimal arithmetic using a 56-digit mantissa. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Table 4 Numerical Tables 3-1 and 3-2 show the values (= Ril)) for the left side of (4) and the number of iterations (= N) required to obtain the approximations. The differences in these tables depend on the convergence rates of the methods used. The order of convergence is quadratic for Durand-Kerner's method, and cubic for Aberth's method. Some of the numerical results obtained by these methods are given in Tables 4, 5 and 6, where the underlined digits represent the incorrect digits, the upper values are derived from A(xk) and the lower values from Bixk). These results indicate that criterion (3) is effective in solving for complex zeros, and also applicable to polynomials with complex coefficients. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Table 6 Numerical solutions for complex coefficients iAberth 's method)
f(x)=x3-(9.424777961+8.154845485 L)x2+ ( Generally, it is not a good idea to separate (3) into its real and imaginary parts, since if xk approaches a real zero, then underflow frequently occurs in the imaginary part.
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